




Preface



The dove represents freedom and security with its bright stand out colours. The religious 
symbol we used is green to represent peace and divinity. We used more obscure symbols 
for language and drew two hands that are meant to represent sign language. The speech 

marks are meant to symbolise freedom of speech and opinion. The gender symbols 
represents freedom of sexuality.





This is a picture of the tree of life, which represents life. The Ankh symbol is from ancient 
Egytian times and it was considered to be the key of life. It is also shaped life a human so it 
shows that the tree and the key of life give people life. The blue swirl symbol is an Egyptian 
hieroglyph that means life. The Shield with the lock represents security of person and the 
torch represents liberty. The rat under the roots of the tree show us that all life has rights.





We have added dark colours symbolising all of the slavery. We have a slave running away 
but getting chased by a slave controller. All of the tribe has an orange hair cut so they know 

who is who.





The girl with duct tape is showing that people are still silenced for their beliefs and 
opinions. It is a girl because I feel that girls are always being compared to boys. The flower 
on the shirt represents LGBTQI. The blood and scratches are where the girl has been hit and 
abused. The tears represent the rivers of tears that have been shed in the past years before 

change started.





The sacks represent the bad things that the rabbits are doing. The colour of the sacks are 
gold to represent money and make them stand out. The stuff (money, hardware) represents 

the stores the rabbits are stealing from.





The scales represent equality through humans, so there could be a girl on one side and a boy on 
the other side, and they would be equal. The picture of the two people is representing fairness 

because the taller one is giving the smaller one a treat because he has a lot and she doesn’t 
have any. The court building is representing justice against illegal crimes and criminals.





Gaia and Olivia chose this article because we feel that people have a  right to get married and 
have a family. The different hearts have different gender symbols that can represent gay, trans, 
or bi and that they can still get married. The rose petals in the background represent people’s 
right to have something that looks nice and smells nice on their wedding day. The two people 
in the picture can be whomever they want to be. The symbol next to the girl is female, above 

that is a lesbian symbol. Next to that are two bi-gender symbols, then a trans symbol, then a gay 
one and then the last symbol is the symbol for male.





The house represents the right to own property. The genders together with the equal sign 
represent gender equality. The fist represents freedom and the infinity sign with the bird also 

represents freedom.





The dove has lent a sense of freedom for many years, since the Ancient Egyptians. Doves are the 
universal symbol of peace, humanity and love. All of the symbols of conscience, religion, 

community and security being in the dove means people have freedom. I have also added the 
Southern Cross because, in 1854 miners rebelling against their treatment on the Ballarat 

goldfields invoked the Southern Cross as a symbol of freedom against the tyranny of colonial 
authorities, and of loyalty to the continent of Australia.





The sign represents that it is holiday time for hard workers. The trees represent the sloth’s home 
and he is resting because it is holidays. We added the money in to show that even if you are on 

a break from working, you still have the right to be paid. The colours are bright and stand out 
which represents the happiness and carefree days of holidays with no stress.





The bright colours represent happiness and joy as well as freedom. The house and people 
represents family and well-being. The hospital bed symbolises medical care.




